Causes:
1. The other students' noisy sound distracts the students' concentration on the lesson
2. The students feel tired and sleepy.
3. The students have something on their mind and they want to tell it immediately.

Problem:
5th grader Student at C.L. who cannot concentrate in the English lessons

Effects:
1. The student cannot understand the lesson.
2. The lesson cannot run smoothly.
3. The teacher feels discouraged to teach the students

Potential Negative Effects:
1. The class atmosphere becomes tense.
2. The students tend to do what is forbidden

Potential Positive Effects:
1. It teaches the students to be discipline

Potential Solution I:
Tell the student not to do things which disturb other student.

Potential Negative Effects:
1. The Time can be consumed

Potential Positive Effects:
1. The students mind will be refreshed

Potential Solution II:
Students have a break for 5 minutes

Potential Negative Effects:
1. The students can be uncontrollable

Potential Positive Effects:
1. The student might understand better and faster.

Potential Solution III:
Teacher uses more variety teaching techniques

Chosen Solution:
- Teacher uses more variety teaching techniques
- Students have a break for a while
- Teacher tell the student not to do things which disturb other students